Are you ready to play?

Lights on, Play on!
Optimized Lighting in Stadium
SUFA-X Series

LED Sports Stadium Flood Lighting

Features Optical Advantage
The SUFA-X series is the optimal LED lighting product group for sports lighting.
’s proprietary LED optical system provides the perfect solutions for reaching
project goals that converges multi-beam double width control technology, 3D module
control technology, and an innovative natural convection structure, a self-developed converter, loss-less optical technology and other advanced technology.
A group of skilled experts are there together with customers from the start of the project,
and reliable solutions are provided through the verified system.

IP 66
[ SUFA-X Horizontal Type ]

Ultra HD

01 Get ready for the UHD era beyond HD!

4K

’s SUFA-X series is the leader in next generation
sports lighting providing athletes and viewers with a comfortable realistic feel that depicts actual clear images as they
appear in an outstanding color rendering index (Ra>80) that
is the closest to natural light and without flickering even when
playing back in the ultra slow motion of 960 frames.

Non Flickering
In particular, when important sports matches are broadcast in
the HD, UHG environment being played in ultra slow motion,
the screen remains stable when playing back in the ultra slow
motion of 960 frames allowing for comfortable viewing.

UHD TV Ready

Features of even illuminance
02 and minimization of light pollution
The illumination deviation by area could be minimized by
the features of uniform illumination through the unique
multi-beam double width control technology that “sheds the
necessary amount of light to where you need it” and the 3D
module control technology.
Through the introduction of the SUFA-X system no matter the
stadium the best lighting conditions can be maintained with
no shadow areas.
Poor uniform luminance characteristics and central spotlight
phenomenon occurrence

Outstanding uniformity and low
deviation of lighting from the
central part and periphery

[Exiting Metal Halide Lighting]

[ GigaTera SUFA-X ]

Leaked light that flows to the side could be minimized thanks to
’s Light Clear Cut off technology implanting the image
of a clean stadium that is light pollution free, and one that makes
effective energy management available.
Occurrence of
light pollution
and light loss

[Exiting Metal Halide Lighting]

Minimization of
light pollution
and light loss

[ GigaTera SUFA-X ]

Existing lighting
(Occurrence of the flicker
phenomenon)

SUFA-X
(No occurence of the flicker
phenomenon)

Luminous Efficacy
Through the outstanding luminous efficiency of 112 lm/W,
not only can one maximize the cutting of energy related costs,
but also reduce the necessary costs required for installation
and operation.

CRI Difference
Both fans in the stands, and those watching at home can enjoy
games under optimal conditions compared to the previous
lighting system thanks to improvements in the color reproduction ratio that is closest to natural light.

Enhanced performance thanks to minimized
03 glare, and pleasant viewing of the event
Metal halide lighting which is widely used for sports lighting has
a strong spot light effect and leaked light which shines to nearby
areas which causes severe glare, decreased concentration by
athletes and is even the cause of errors, and it can also cause an
obstacle to the viewing environment. The SUFA-X product group
of
makes pleasant viewing possible through enhanced
performance thanks to a design that boasts the minimalization of
the spotlight effect or leaked light.

Metal Halide Lighting
(63Ra / 3700K)

SUFA-X Series
(80Ra / 5000K)

Features High-Performance
The realization of optimal uniformity
01 through “Tilt & Rotate”
Designed in a structure that makes tilting and rotating up
and down and from left to right by individual module possible the desired amount of light can be shed to the desired
location. As a result, all areas where the lighting been
installed have an even luminance value, and it is possible
to create a pleasant environment that is free from light
pollution.

Stability and guaranteed life time from
02 outstanding heat management
SUFA-X Heat Management Point
PCB temperature deviation
When the temperature deviation is maintained within a range of 1℃
ΔT (PCB Standards)
ΔT=maintaining stable maintenance within a range of 40 ℃
Heatsink
3D heatsink of natural convection
323

Benefits Successful Change

393

Compact size that is convenient for installation
03 and management
The SUFA-X series can easily be installed to most lighting
towers thatnks to its compact size and lightweight structure,
and the series is also easy to maintain.

Innovative
natural convention
method Heatsink

[ SUFA-X Vertical Type ]
[ mm ]

Energy Saving
Max

80%

Enhanced value of the baseball club and the stadium as an eco-friendly landmark
Improved league ranking through enhanced performance
Maximized energy reduction through the linking of control solutions
Optimal high quality broadcast delivery possible thanks to flicker-free broadcast
Creation of an energized and vivid stadium atmosphere
The height of the lighting tower and supports can be made without restriction
Long life time allows for reduced maintenance costs.

Possible to install without height restrictions
The SUFA-X series makes it possible for the set up
of operations regardless of height and environment restrictions and no matter the conditions
through the diverse line-up configuration of the
multi-beam double width control technology, 3D
module control technology, and module base.

The realization of colorful event lighting
Through the
lighting control technology
by
, event lighting makes it possible
to double the intensity and the cheering in the
stadium during various events.

Application Anywhere there is open sports

Main Stadium

Baseball Stadium

Soccer Stadium

Gymnasium

Field Stadium

Tennis Court

Product Appearance Power Supply Installation

H Horizontal Moving Point

V Vertical Moving Point

Designed in a structure that makes tilting and rotating up and down and from left to right the optimal amount of light can
be shed to the desired location, and it comes in a line-up that includes 4 different types of products to accommodate diverse
installation environments.
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Type A : Integrated SMPS

Type B : SMPS built in Bracket

Type C : Separated SMPS

Type D : Separated SMPS

Installation Case Leads to a successful Business

MLB Seattle Mariners
Baseball Stadium

Bundesliga BMG Park

Sydney Olympic Park

Soccer Stadium

Panya Indra

Tennis Court

Golf Club

Specification SUFA-X
Model

Power

SFX400

400W

SFX500

500W

SFX800

800W

SFX1K0

1000W

Body
Cover
Finish

* Luminous Efficacy

( * Tolerance : ± 5%, CRI>90 available )
* Luminous Flux

Color Temperature

CRI

44,800 lm

(105 lm/W)

Cast Aluminum
Tempered Glass 3.2T (Clear)
Anodized

56,000 lm

(52,500 lm)

89,600 lm

Life Time

Input Voltage

Operation Temperature

50,000hrs

AC100~277V

-30°C~60°C
-22°F~140°F

13.0 Kg

(42,000 lm)

112 lm/W

Weight

3000K, 4000K
5000K, 5700K

(84,000 lm)

112,000 lm

(105,000 lm)

Mounting Option
Light Distribution

70 Ra

(80Ra)

13.0 Kg
25.0 Kg
25.0 Kg

Swivel Bracket / Wall Mount /
Driver Separate
15°, 30° (Symmetric)

IP Rating
Control System

IP 66
Wireless (ZigBee) / Wired (RS-485)
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